Instructions for parents:

• Print out the exercise pages.

• Discuss the picture and title briefly with your child.

• Invite your child to follow the steps, answer the questions and use the vocabulary. Encourage any extra writing or additional details. The words given are suggestions only.

• The focus is on fluency, not handwriting or grammar. Please do not scold your child over this. You should encourage your child gently.

Mark the completed work using ticks and encouragement. Do not use red pen to write crosses. (It will discourage your child.) You may use the suggested answers for reference. Answers will vary.

You may print the final page writing paper if your child is very young.
Title: Music is Great!

My favourite musical instrument is the _______________________.

Choose an instrument you learn or would like to learn how to play and write about it:

- piano, guitar, drums, trombone, violin, cello

I am learning/would like to learn how to play ______________________ because I like the ______________________ sound it makes.

- beautiful, loud, sweet, quiet

Describe the instrument:
The ________________ is ______________
and _______________________________.

You need your ______________________
to play it.

large, small, made of wood/plastic/metal

hands, chin, mouth, fingers

Write 2 sentences. You may look at the ideas below.

• If you take lessons, write about your teacher/how you practice.

• If you have been to a concert, you can write about it.

__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________
__________________________________

The ________________ is the greatest instrument!
Early Writing Skills

Guided Composition

Name ________________________________

Now write your whole story here in your best writing:

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

___________________________________________

I ❤️ Writing! I ❤️ Writing! I ❤️ Writing! I ❤️ Writing!
Title: Music is Great!

My favourite musical instrument is the **piano**.

*Choose an instrument you learn or would like to learn how to play and write about it.*

I am learning/would like to learn how to play **the piano** because I like the **sweet** sound it makes.

**SAMPLE**

- piano, guitar, drums, trombone, violin, cello
- beautiful, loud, sweet, quiet
Describe the instrument:

The *piano* is *large* and *made of wood*.

You need your *fingers* to play it.

Write 2 sentences. You may look at the ideas below.

- If you take lessons, write about your teacher/how you practice.
- If you have been to a concert, you can write about it.

*My mum once took me to a piano concert in the city. The* performers *played the piano really fast and it was exciting.*

The *piano* is the greatest instrument!
Now write your whole story here in your best writing:

My favourite musical instrument is the piano. I would like to learn how to play the piano because I like the sweet sound it makes. The piano is large and made of wood. You need your fingers to play it.

My mum once took me to a piano concert in the city. The performers played the piano really fast and it was exciting.

The piano is the greatest instrument!